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Fig. 1. Two stakeholder groups relying on two modes of trust-building for the visualization of cultural collections and data uncertainty.
Abstract—In cultural collections and art-historical bodies of knowledge, uncertainty is all over the place. Visualization approaches to
corresponding data and topics are currently learning to deal with various aspects of uncertainty and ambiguity; yet, design practice and
theoretical reflections cannot rely on a mature footing until now. With this position paper, we draw together theses about the role and
relevance of uncertainty representations, which are commonly lauded for their contribution to truthfulness and the creation of trust. But
when we look more closely at the main target groups of collection visualizations we arrive at two propositions: (1) Casual users will
rather put trust into simpler and clearer visualizations with less visual complexity. (2) Humanist inquiry focuses on uncertainties about
the meaning and relevance of cultural objects, whereas visualization commonly represents only uncertainties in well-defined metadata
dimensions—A mismatch that reduces usefulness and probably also trust. By taking knowledge about different users into account, we
aim to sharpen the standard rationale of uncertainty representation in our field and foster both advanced uncertainty visualization
design for experts, as well as adaptive or lightweight approaches for casual users.
Index Terms—Cultural collections, visualization, uncertainty, trust, digital humanities, experts, casual users,

1

I NTRODUCTION

The visualization of uncertainty is a topic of increasing relevance and interest for the visualization community since quite a while [7, 12, 14, 47].
In many areas, handling uncertainty is of obvious, vital importance—
think of visualization in the fields of medicine, finance, meteorology,
or national intelligence [7]. Recently it was also picked up in our research field of visualization of cultural collections (CC) [20, 43]. In
general, representing uncertainty fits nicely with a certain academic
standard rationale, which values veracity, rigor, and truthfulness above
all else, and which holds a deep skepticism for (and would not put trust
into) prettified or euphemized representations to begin with. Data and
representation realism (i.e. the avoidance of stylized and superficial
elements) thus often serves as a chief value, guiding interface design
in all areas—and maybe even more so in areas like the humanities,
where uncertainty and interpretive openness are ubiquitous. But are we
seeing this clear enough? Is the representation of uncertainty of similar,
essential relevance in all DH domains—and for all user groups?
This position paper critically reflects on visualization of uncertainty
in the area of CCs. For this purpose, we have a closer look at the
standard rationale to represent uncertainty, we weigh its various costs
and benefits (section 2), and we examine the particular argument that
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uncertainty visualization increases trust [36] (section 3). For a realistic
assessment of this argument in our field, we have a closer look at its
major stakeholder groups and at their motives to turn to CCs (section
4). To develop a more differentiated perspective on uncertainty visualization, we distinguish different data and uncertainty types (section
5), before deriving a more nuanced rationale for future visualization
design and trust-building in the CC realm and other fields of DH.
2

U NCERTAINTY V ISUALIZATION

IN

C ULTURAL C OLLECTIONS

Arguably, uncertainty is a standard condition under which large parts
of collectors, communicators, and custodians of cultural collections are
operating. This also becomes explicit during digitization endeavors,
where uncertainty seeps in from every corner: Due to original uncertainty in the object documentation, or due to imprecision caused by
probabilistic datafication procedures, uncertainty frequently appears
as fait accompli for visualization developers: Practically every type
of object information can be imprecise, it can be contested, or it can
be missing completely. Obviously, such deficiencies then affect every
further step of data processing. Various pipeline models thus elaborate
on how given uncertainties are propagating through visual-analytical
systems, to affect all further data modelling, processing, representation,
and sensemaking procedures [22, 36, 46]. Quite frequently, data and
collection owners prefer to spare themselves related computational and
explanatory troubles and work with a sanitized core of data only, while
keeping a lid on the all too messy remains.
Yet, uncertainty also is known to be connected to cultural objects on
a top level of interpretation and inquiry: What does an object actually

represent? What is its meaning? What motivated it? What is its worth,
or why is it relevant? Given its pervasive nature, it is no surprise that
visualization of uncertainty is a rising topic in the field of CC visualization [43, 44]. Yet, looking more closely at the related work, mainly
uncertainties in well-defined metadata dimensions are visualized, such
as uncertain dates of origin [6, 8, 17, 20]. But is this kind of uncertainty
visualization actually relevant? Are we missing other aspects? And
looking at the bigger picture—who cares about what?
The scholarly standard rationale for dealing with empirical data contends that a truthful representation of uncertainty increases the accuracy
of visualizations and decisions. Especially in the world of visualizations and diagrams as “synthetic images”, the transparent handling of
data quality is of utmost importance: “Understanding the data and
information and reaching sound decisions require knowing what pieces
of information or data are accurate, complete, consistent, and certain,
identifying which are not and by how much, and making the presentation accurate” [12, p.43]. Uncertainty visualization strives to make
these aspects explicit so that users can gain a more truthful understanding of the data, which provides the only reliable basis for well-versed
decisions. “Accounting for such uncertainties in data is important for
thorough data analysis, information derivation and informed decision
making” [36, p.242].
On a negative side though, visual uncertainty indicators increase
visual complexity and thereby also cognitive load [1,31,36]. Representing uncertainty requires to utilize at least one additional visual variable
for encoding (e.g., degree of (im)precision), which raises the density
of the visualization space and tends to decrease clarity and ease of use.
So, is uncertainty visualization really worth the effort? Yes, it is, state
Sacha et al. [36]: The representation of uncertainty positively affects
the user’s trust in the visualization and the data. Though heavily cited,
we are not aware of any empirical evidence that supports or evaluates
this model. Therefore, we take a closer analytical look at one of its
main propositions, namely that uncertainty visualization increases trust.
3 U NCERTAINTY & T RUST
According to Sacha et al. [36] the visualization of uncertainty is a
central factor within the processes of knowledge generation and trustbuilding on the user side: On the computer side, uncertainty originates
already at the data source and propagates through the whole visualization pipeline. On the human side, the user gets aware of these
uncertainties due to various visual sensemaking loops and activities
and integrates them in the generated knowledge. An important factor
within the trust-building process is the user’s prior knowledge: If novel
(uncertainty) information pieces match existing mental models they
increase trust, but if they contradict the user’s prior knowledge, trust
decreases and further sensemaking is required.
But the model by Sacha et al. [36] cannot give answers to two
important questions: How do users without prior knowledge build up
trust? And do users build up trust also if no uncertainty is presented?
Against this background, an extended model of trust in information
visualization has been proposed [28], which brings in critical new
components:
• Trust—to begin with—is only relevant, when users are facing a
certain risk or negative consequences from corresponding decisions [18, 26].
• Trust as a systemic phenomenon results not only from the visualization itself (“trustworthiness”), but also from a users’ sensemaking activities (“trust perception”). Yet, trust perception on
the users’ side does not only come from cognitive elaboration
and sensemaking loops as in Sacha et al.’s model [36], but also
depends on their prior knowledge, their interests, dispositions,
and their overall (socio-cultural) embeddedness [35, 37].
• In the model of Sacha et al. [36] trust-building requires thorough
inspection and diligent elaboration of visualizations and data (and
the own mental model). But also less elaborated processes can be
used for trust-building [18, 19]. In this case, users do not engage

in laborious cognitive inspections and testing procedures, but
initially and fundamentally rely on the monitoring of secondary
cues, such as the reputation of source or author, familiarity with
the institution, other people’s trust, high user experience, interface
clarity, or emotional connection [28]. We consider these energysaving short-cuts to play a major role to establish trust under
non-experimental, real-world conditions for all types of users, but
especially for non-experts—which have not been appropriately
reflected by the visualization community up to now.
From this point of view, it is even more imperative to know our users
and to familiarize with their needs, data and tasks [29]. This stance
turns out to be specifically essential for the cultural heritage domain,
where not so goal-oriented casual users without specific tasks and needs
make up the lion’s share of the stakeholder population [27].
4

U NCERTAINTY

FOR

W HOM ? – A U SER T YPOLOGY

Who is the audience for visualizations of CCs? Obviously, the visual
analysis of collection data can be of interest to experts, such as curators,
collectors, art historians, anthropologists, humanities scholars. Yet even
more so, CCs are explored by visitors of a different kind: consumers,
tourists, connoisseurs, spectators, the interested public, in short: by
non-expert, “casual” users; who are interested in culture, but not in a
work-related way, but mainly for leisure purposes [9,27,42]. In contrast
to the rather clear information needs of expert users, casual users
are interested in the collection, but do not look for anything specific.
Nevertheless, they want to take away something valuable—this can
be knowledge, but also a personal connection with the collection or a
positive emotional experience. Often casual users just want to spend
time, kill time, get entertained, or procrastinate productively [27,34,42].
Even though casual users cannot specify tasks or search requests,
there is plenty that visualization can do for them: They can provide
an alternative way to find what might be available and develop an
overview of the collection [42, p. 1]. Therefore, especially visualization
and design strategies can support casual users which offer summaries,
overviews, tableaus, and outlooks on the collection—arrangements
similar to hallways, rooms, or galleries in real museums which they
can stroll along [9], browse and skip through; with information spaces
where serendipitous encounters [40] can happen, where eyes can wander around, search without a target, and zoom in on something interesting along the way.1
When contrasting the hedonic and exploratory profile of casual
users with the professional analytical intentions of collection experts,
it becomes obvious that also uncertainty of cultural information will
play a different role for both sides. We thus argue that any design
rationale for uncertainty visualization has to be bifurcated along the
expert/casual distinction—and that we further have to take preferences
for traditional or digital modes of inquiry into account:
1. We consider expert users of CC data (historians, curators, analysts) with digital tool literacy or visualization affinity to be the
major benefactor of uncertainty visualizations according to the
standard rationale. As CC professionals they use various tools
to obtain insights, to analyze and synthesize information, and to
base their decisions and judgments on their findings. They will
also take secondary cues into account for trust perception; but
given the corresponding risk (such as erroneous interpretation
and loss of reputation), they will require transparency along the
whole data-to-visualization-pipeline to examine and validate the
process. As such, the positive feedback loop of strengthened
trust in (digital) tools due to representation of uncertainty [36]
probably holds.
2. For expert users of CC data without digital literacy or visualization affinity, uncertainty visualization might make tools more
1 As a unique feature, CC data can be considered to be “autotelic”, providing
an intrinsic value in and of themselves, due to their careful preselection according
to their “aesthetic, historic, scientific, or social value” [16].
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Fig. 2. Types of object metadata (top, commonly given before digitization) and object features (bottom, commonly extracted), which can be uncertain.

trustworthy: “The focus on veracity of sources is primordial in
the field of art history. Distrust of any presented information
before accessing its provenance is indeed essential to the practice of history research. This becomes even more critical when
we factor in the initial distrust from researchers of art history in
digital data analysis tools. Presenting sources of information in
clear, verifiable manners is therefore decisive to building trustworthy tools.” [21, p.3]2 However, visual complexity should be
carefully balanced for this user group, so that a visualization is
not overloaded [45]. Additionally, there is reason to assume that
(until further notice) visualization designers will not be able to
actually represent those uncertainties within their tools, which
traditional (i.e. non-digital or post-digital) humanists, curators or
art historians commonly deem essential (see section 5).
3. For casual users we argue to revise the standard rationale and
contend that uncertainty just is not exactly what they are into.3
Adding data quality indicators will increase visual complexity and
thus decrease (easy) legibility [32, p.262]. Non-expert “users may
also misinterpret the variability in this [uncertainty] representation
as a sign that the data are not very trustworthy” [41, p.6].
Casual visitors of CCs do not face any obvious risks of getting
the details of object data wrong. Trust—if relevant at all in this
context—will not emerge from transparency and self-examination
[36], but might rather emerge from the institutions reputation or
from a robust and intuitive system design, which avoids confusion,
ambiguity or dead ends, but is easily navigable and provides good
approximations together with entertainment and splendid user
experience.4
Proposition 1: Uncertainty visualization arguably is of obvious value
for experts, whose judgments (and articles, keynotes, reputations, etc.)
depend on correct inferences and decisions derived from truthful representations. In contrast, many casual users do not care about intricate
conditions of uncertainties as they are not facing any analytical risks
2 In addition, design strategies which have been suggested to increase the use
of digital tools in art history include user-centered design, immersion in specific
domain cultures, primacy of close reading or viewing perspective, as well as
provision of high user experience [21].
3 Exemplarily, in the context of spatial uncertainty, Beard [4, p.374] stressed
that detailed uncertainty information might not be of interest to casual users due
to the analytical efforts required to understand them.
4 There might be some aspects of uncertainty, which move the imagination
of casuals as well, such as: What is the (monetary) value of all this? Who is the
creator of this painting? How did they do this? What is the meaning of it?—We
will come back to the current state of addressing such questions further down.

or consequences from a simplified understanding. To the contrary, the
increased visual complexity has negative consequences on the cognitive load and attraction power of a visualization; rendering attractive
designs uncertain or complicated without added benefit is probably
not rising feelings of veracity nor truthfulness at all. Regarding the
practical consequences for CC visualization design, we thus suggest
to either tailor systems to the needs for specific user groups, or—in
case of systems intended for hybrid use—to strive for a simpler and
clear visualization and add more complex layers only due to user interaction. In accordance with the notion of adaptive design, uncertainty
visualizations then could be available on demand [5]. But what kind of
uncertainty is relevant for the visualization of CC?
5 U NCERTAINTY OF W HAT ? – A DATA T YPOLOGY
If uncertainty is an omnipresent property of information and knowledge
in a given field, it also seems necessary to establish a more nuanced
understanding of this concept. Researchers from various application
fields have already proposed elaborate taxonomies of uncertainty [23,
33, 39, 47]. With regard to cultural object information we suggest to
distinguish at least i) imprecise data, which can vary across various
levels of magnitude or granularity, ii) contested data, which is any
information that is subject of an ongoing debate, and iii) missing data
in terms of residual knowledge about the “known unknowns” in the
area of collection information [20]. But which data types can be subject
to uncertainty?
Figure 2 establishes an overview on frequent data types in the fields
of CCs. We refer to the two major information types as “object metadata” (top row), which are commonly already given by collection
documentation, and as “object features” (bottom row), which are commonly generated by automated extraction procedures (such as image
or text processing). What we consider essential in this arrangement is
a certain gradient of conceptual and computational complexity, which
increases towards the right-hand side of figure 2. On the left, structured
metadata dimensions (such as time, place, style, etc.) provide the basis
for most collection visualizations [43], but also qualitative annotations
(generated by experts or visitors) can be utilized [30, 38]. Similarly, a
whole range of options for automated feature extraction (bottom row)
has become available to support distant reading or distant viewing
approaches to CCs [3, 25]. While a lot of early work in DH or CC
visualization was predominantly located on the left-hand side (utilizing
low-level features), contemporary efforts, extraction algorithms, and
machine learning technologies increasingly work towards the right side
of the spectrum (high-level features) [24].
In a complementary fashion, though, both traditional humanities
scholars and casual users are commonly reasoning on an even higher
level, where they work with complex networks of object features (i.e.

concepts, propositions, or mental models), which resist automated extraction or detection (right-hand side). From their logical, syntactic, and
inferential interplay arises the “meaning” of objects, which is generated
either off the cuff during everyday sensemaking activities or by methodological controlled efforts of object interpretation, contextualization,
and critique. In this context, it is mostly language-based reasoning,
which is considered most suited to process these complex conceptual
constellations—and assessments differ, whether digital procedures will
ever be able to contribute directly to this human(ist) reasoning level.5
We consider such reflections on digital limitations to be relevant because it is arguably at the complex end of the spectrum, where humanist
scholars and visitors are used to struggle with uncertainties. “The past
is a foreign country; they do things differently there” [15]: Archives
and museums are full of opaque objects, which require professional
interpretation and contextualization—against the odds of accumulated
historical uncertainties and adversities. Most of non-digital humanities
research is plausibly dedicated to actually coping with this challenge—
making various aspects and facets of meaning explicit within the tides
of ever-evolving theoretical and methodological frames of reference.
Humanists mostly do so in a text- or language-based fashion and they
frequently prefer a polylogic, open-ended discourse, which abandons
the idea of certainty for the sake of interpretative openness, novelty,
provocation, critique, theoretical diversity, and a dynamic unfolding
of plural perspectives [11]. It is in line with the “standard rationale”,
to make this uncertainty-embracing way of coping with top-level uncertainty transparent. As a consequence though, we realize the area of
(uncertainty) visualization to be operationally limited, and to share the
stage with non-digital, language-based modes of representation, used
to process the most complex facets of uncertainty in our field of study.
Proposition 2: Expert users—including the lion share of non-digital
humanists—care deeply about uncertainty, but mostly about different
types of uncertainty than those, which are commonly visualized by
current interfaces. While it is plausible to argue, that this points out the
future directions, where humanist approaches to interface design have
to go (e.g., from the visualization of standard metrics of uncertainty
to metrics that express interpretation [11]), we do not see any added
value in assuming an easy way for digitization initiatives to lay ahead.
Maybe—for the time being—it is better to become aware of the spectrum of cultural data complexity (Fig. 2), to honor the current state of
the computational borderline—and to appreciate the complementary
work that is done on each side without hegemonic ambitions. Paradoxically, this might imply—after suspending uncertainty visualization for
casual users already—to deliberately restrict uncertainty visualization
research and development to the actually not so relevant uncertainties
in one’s own field.
6

C ONCLUSIONS

Regarding collaborations of visualization and humanities researchers,
the call for this workshop encouraged to “explore ways in which trust
can be built, strengthened, and maintained when communicating and
transferring methodologies, designing tools and encodings, collecting
and curating data, and deriving knowledge”. Directing this focus of
inquiry to our field of CCs, at least two major stakeholder groups come
into play, featuring radically different needs and requirements to build
up different sorts of trust. For both groups we assembled insights from
existing studies, and by doing so also developed answers for other
questions of the call:
5 Accordingly,

many fundamental debates are playing out along this line:
Should we fear or hope for computational methods to cross into classical territories of reading and reasoning, of interpretation, (re)contextualization and
evaluation—or should we just better learn to cherish spectral distributions of
competences? While polarizing and binarizing debates are still aiming to eliminate parts of the spectrum, we consent to the notion that intelligence amplification (IA) trumps artificial intelligence (AI) as a guiding idea, and that digital
methods—while not becoming strong AI—are here to stay, and to prosthetically
augment, support, and amplify our sensemaking procedures [2].

• How can we deal with different kinds of uncertainty (in data,
methodology, research questions, visual encodings, and interpretation)? By assembling different data, feature, and knowledge
types, which are associated to cultural objects (see figure 2), we
found that we cannot deal with all kinds of uncertainty on a visual
level—and that we probably benefit from knowing that.
• How can one make trustworthy visualizations for humanistic research? and What does trust mean for different communities
and sub-communities? We propose for visualization designers to
respect two major limitations in the CC realm: While they can
generate trustworthy visualizations for expert users along the standard rationale for uncertainty visualization, they should not forget
about two demarcations: I) Complex “object features”, which
guide traditional research (currently) withstand any datafication
procedure. Art-historical top-level concepts such as meaning,
content, relevance, or motivation will probably remain the subject of language-based propositional analysis and discourse until
further notice. Thus it seems reasonable to develop visualization
approaches as a deliberatly self-restrained, ancillary perspective,
ambitious development programs not precluded [10]. II) Casual
users arguably have their own hedonic research agenda, which is
not much concerned with questions of uncertainty. Occasionally,
they ponder on specific uncertainties (How much is this? What
does this mean? Could I do this too?)—yet, we do not consider
these parameters to become accessible for quantification anytime
soon. In contrast, visualization designers can build up trust for
casual users by improving secondary cues of trustworthiness like
minimizing visual complexity and maximizing attraction power.
• How can trust be established in transdisciplinary projects? Transdisciplinary approaches in the narrower sense require scientists
and stakeholders from the public to collaborate on an equal footing. Exemplarily, the concept of crowd curation would argue for
“interfaces that are open to annotation, commenting, co-creation,
referencing and contextualisation” from the public and experts
alike, and thus allow to represent multiple points of view [13,
p.111]. Visualizations can obviously support sensemaking activities in this context too. Yet, as such projects are also frequently
debated with respect to the scientific rigor of the generated data,
they also introduce an additional uncertainty source to manage.
• How much does trust rely on full understanding of methods, encodings, and other context, especially when collaborating across
disciplines? and What do humanities researchers need to see
and know to be able to trust visualization, as a tool and process?
Along with the standard rationale, we argued that trust for DH
experts is enabled and deepened by transparent and truthful system designs, which allow to reenact all relevant processing steps
from raw data to visualization, and to integrate the information
with their existing mental models on the CC. By contrast, our
extended model of trust-building [28] showed that trust for casual
users does not emerge from a detailed structural and procedural
understanding, but rather from an assembly of contextual cues.
Along with many other fields, we consider uncertainty visualization in
the CC realm to be an important challenge and a major area of future
work. Yet, based on a reflection of our specific field, we contend that
the cart indeed has to pull the horse of visualization development: Two
major user groups means two major types of tasks, associated risks,
and processes of trust-building. Thus in visualization design, we can
apply (A) a scholarly standard rationale of transparency, high level of
detail, and uncertainty representation for visualization design on the
expert side, while (B) casual users’ trust-building will benefit from
an unburdened or adaptive approach, which foregrounds hedonic and
generous design. Given the current lack of comparative evaluation
studies in the area of uncertainty visualization in the DH, we hope for
future work to shed light on these propositions, and to clarify, how
much they might be generalizable for other DH fields, where autotelic
data and casual users play a substantial role.
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